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Touched Down
It seems like I’m never going to find the right woman... But maybe I’ve found the right man. Things haven’t been easy for me. Even though, in theory, I have everything I want. I’m rich, I get to play football for a living which is my passion, I have a huge house. What I don’t have is someone to share it with. Despite dating so many women, none of them ever click for me. I was beginning to resign myself to being alone forever, until I meet Alex. Alex is the perfect person for me... Except for the fact that he’s a man. I don’t date straight guys, I refuse to get tangled up in that mess. At least, that’s what I promise myself after my ex Jason. I don’t want to be with a man who isn’t willing to come out of the closet. But, that doesn’t mean I can’t be friends with Liam, right? There’s no harm in being around him if I keep things platonic. Only, every fiber of my being is craving him romantically. This standalone gay-for-you novella is 30,000 words and comes complete with HEA ending!
no shifters. Liam is a famous football player, whose high expectation of relationship has lost him his best friend and keeps his bed cold at night. Alex is an out and proud gay man looking for love, but is unwilling to be anyone’s dirty little secret. 30 seconds claiming to be Liam’s boyfriend, and the sparks are already hot. This story happened way to fast. Liam and Alex hang out maybe 2-3 times in the entire book. When Liam is invited over to Alex’s for a party when he leaves, he kisses Alex. Typical of a straight guy, he sorta freaks, but for some reason Liam takes maybe a day or week to decide that Alex is his Fated Mate. Things progress even more lightning fast than possible. Per usual Liam can’t be out because of work, Alex won’t be his secret. They’re suddenly outted and they have choices to make. I really like Liam as a character he genuinely seems very sweet and is overall a likable character. I hate that this book is so short because it does not do the plot or character’s any justice. Not only is there’s insta-love all over this and I hate those kinds of books without good reason because it’s unrealistic, they’re declaring eternal love talking about marriage and kids when they haven’t known each other long. They’re supposed to date, but they end up an item and talking wedding bells. There’s a lot of holes in this. Jeff ended their friendship, but we don’t see or hear from him and he’s supposed to be Liam’s best friend. We don’t get any of his other friends or family.
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